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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.42 FrontierWorks LD continued 
 

B. Usage Charges continued 
 

A single optional Block of Time (BOT) quantity of minutes can be ordered in 
conjunction with FrontierWorks LD, in monthly increments of 250, 500, and 
1000 minutes, for an additional monthly recurring charge (MRC).  The MRC 
for the BOT is applied at the account level, and can be found in Frontier 
Communications of America, Inc.’s Domestic Pricelist.  Any usage above the 
100 free minutes and the BOT minutes will be rated at an intrastate overage 
rate per minute, and these rates can be found in this tariff.  Overage rates (T) 
may vary depending upon which BOT is selected.   If a new customer to 
FrontierWorks LD signs up mid-billing cycle, free minutes, the BOT MRC and 
the BOT minutes will be prorated.   If moving between BOTs, minutes and 
MRCs will be prorated based upon the number of days of that billing cycle 
and will be charged the appropriate overage rate for the BOT selected at the 
time the call was completed.  Usage will be billed in arrears and MRCs will 
be billed in advance.  Excluded from the BOT minutes are: long distance 
Directory Assistance, calling cards, and 900 calls. 

 
In the event a customer has multiple lines on their account, and any of the 
auxiliary lines are not on the FrontierWorks Small Business Solutions product 
of the associated LEC, those lines are not eligible for the 100 free minutes or 
a BOT selection offered by FrontierWorks LD.  If a customer selects an FCA 
product for auxiliary lines other than FrontierWorks, the customer will be 
subject to the rates, terms and conditions of that product.  If the associated 
LEC is Frontier Telephone of Rochester, the overage rate corresponding to 
the highest BOT chosen will be used for non-pre-subscribed auxiliary lines 
due to equipment limitations.  For all other associated LECs, a FCA 
commercial product may be selected for auxiliary lines. 
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